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Position Paper – Medical Coercion
Monday, July 19, 2021

The Birth of Medical Apartheid in Canada
Under the guise of ‘the greater good’ there is an effort to impose the injection of an experimental medical
treatment of unknown safety and efficacy upon every individual on the planet. Those who exercise their
inherent right to informed choice by not receiving the COVID vaccine have become the latest target of
public enmity.
We are at a crucial time in the history of humanity. Never have bodily sovereignty, informed consent,
freedom of choice, parental rights, and democracy been under such threat. Idealists and fundamentalists are
contributing to the detriment of humanity in their misguided efforts to do good and protect one another.
COVID vaccination enforced by government mandate would be highly unpopular. Instead of mandates,
businesses, universities, colleges, and service providers have been deputized to use coercive measures as a
means to enforce government edicts. Employees are now being forced to choose between their sovereignty
and their livelihood. Students are forced to choose between a public education with their peers or no
education, based on their vaccination status. Even professional athletes are forced to choose between either
getting the injection or acquiescing to a series of measures designed to coerce all but the most fervent to
accept the shots.
We are witnessing the birth of a medical apartheid system in Canada, based solely on whether one has or
has not participated in human trials for a genetic experiment.
Safety Concerns – No Medical Justification
It is an intentional misrepresentation to call COVID injections vaccines when in fact they are medical
devices that inject never before used synthetic genetic modification technology. COVID genetic treatments
have not been formally approved and have not been adequately tested for safety. The long-term
consequences of injecting this technology into the human body are unknown. Individuals receiving COVID
injections are participating in human experimentation.
The purported reasons to receive COVID injections are two-fold. One advantage being sold is the idea of
reduced risk of infection or transmission. The other selling point is the promise of reduced severity of
symptoms should one be diagnosed with the illness named COVID. Neither of these
governmental/pharmaceutical sales pitches is supported by medical evidence. In fact, the manufacturers of
the COVID genetic treatment openly admit that their products do not prevent infection, nor have they been
proven to prevent transmission.
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It is important to note that the survival rate of the illness in the unvaccinated is 99.85% for all ages, and that
there are numerous reports of previously healthy individuals coming down with COVID following
inoculation.
Those who are truly concerned about those most vulnerable to COVID illness want everyone vaccinated,
including those not at risk, despite the risk and dire consequences associated with these experimental
injections.
Researchers and physicians across the
world are ringing the alarm bells warning
that COVID shots may cause life-long
injury and death, infertility, miscarriages,
birth defects, and may alter human
genetics.
VAERS data released July 16, 2021, by
the CDC showed a total of 463,457
reports of adverse events from all age
groups following COVID vaccines,
including 10,991 deaths and 48,385
serious injuries between Dec. 14, 2020
and July 9, 2021. It is also acknowledged
that less than 1% of vaccine adverse
events are reported indicating that the
true number of injuries and deaths may be
100X these numbers.
The evidence is clear that COVID injections are the most dangerous “vaccines” ever produced. More deaths
have occurred following the COVID shots than the total number of deaths from all vaccines combined over
a 30-year period.
Violation of Rights and Freedoms
Those participating in discrimination, segregation, and other coercive measures that remove the right to
voluntary informed consent are agents in undermining essential individual rights and freedoms. To coerce
or compel the acceptance of a medical product that has not been proven safe is dangerous and immoral. It
also is criminal.
Those imposing vaccination requirements by means of coercion are effectively practicing medicine without
a license. More disconcerting is that they are complicit in coercing the rapidly growing number of vaccine
risk aware citizens to violate their own right of informed consent by submitting to these inadequately tested
and fast-tracked experimental shots. Those complicit in this violation of our most basic of human rights can
be held accountable.
“Vaccine compliance elicited under threat of coercion, bullying, or suspension of rights
and freedoms, constitutes an extreme bullying and coercion and is construed under
Canadian Medical Law as a battery.” - Lawyer, Rocco Galati
Discrimination against individuals who choose not to participate in medical experimentation violates our
Charter rights and freedoms and fundamental medical ethics. The intention of such discrimination is to
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arbitrarily restrict the rights and freedoms and demonize non-complying individuals. Such discrimination
has no place in a free society.
To deprive employees, students, and consumers of their right to medical choice is to deny their sovereignty
over their own body. The protection of bodily sovereignty and informed consent is legally guaranteed under
provincial legislation and in international covenants such as the Universal Declarations of Bioethics and
Human Rights, and the Nuremberg Code.
The Universal Declaration of Bioethics and Human Rights describes consent as follows: “Any
preventive, diagnostic and therapeutic medical intervention is only to be carried out with the prior, free
and informed consent of the person concerned, based on adequate information. The consent should, where
appropriate, be expressed and may be withdrawn by the person concerned at any time and for any reason
without disadvantage or prejudice.”
The Nuremberg Code, developed in response to the medical abuses of the Nazi regime, describes informed
voluntary consent as “the person involved… should be able to exercise free power of choice, without the
intervention of any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, over-reaching, or other ulterior form of
constraint or coercion.”
Conclusion
Discrimination and segregation based upon one’s medical choice is an unconscionable violation of the
rights and freedoms of every Canadian. Current restrictions based on COVID vaccination status being
promoted by businesses, universities, colleges, organizations, and associations clearly are a mechanism of
intimidation and coercion that will serve only to increase the profits of the pharmaceutical industry and its
bedfellows.
There is no evidence base that shows that demanding COVID shot compliance protects human health.
Worse, acceptance of an experimental medication via coercion puts health and liberty in jeopardy, and
places vaccine compliance enforcers in a position of criminal liability.
There is absolutely no justification that could possibly legitimize this violation of our inherent rights and
freedoms. Discrimination and segregation are unacceptable, no matter how they are marketed.
Sincerely,
Vaccine Choice Canada
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